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BY
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1. Introduction. Let D be a simply-connected region and let 3"= S/ ig, D)

denote the class of functions /(z) analytic in D and represented by the

Stielt jes integral

(1.1) /(2)= fo*giz,t)duit),       zED,

where pit) is a monotone nondecreasing function on the interval 0 z¿ t ^ 2x,

normalized by the condition

P(1.1a) Jo   dp.it) = 1

andgiz,t) is a given function with the following properties:

(1.1b) g iz,t) is analytic with respect to z in D.

(1.1c) The functions

|"M^      »-0.1...,

are continuous with respect to t in 0 ^ t ^ 2x.

Let 971 denote the class of functions

P(z) = l-r-p12 + p2z2+...,        P(0) = 1,

which are regular and have positive real part in \z\ < 1. It is well known

[5] that

*-^(££.M<i).

A structural formula of the type (1.1) for the class ^iSf) of functions

which are regular and have positive real part in an ellipse & has been ob-

tained by Royster [9].

In this paper we study a rather general type of extremal problem in

each of the classes 3"ig,\z\ < 1) and &, and in §4 we obtain a characteri-
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ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 271

zation of the coefficient regions of functions in the class S?iS£). With the

exception of §3, where a simple type of variational technique is used, the

methods employed in this paper are elementary and depend primarily upon

properties of the Stieltjes integral (1.1) and properties of convex sets in

real, finite-dimensional Euclidean space.

2. Value regions of Sf ig,\ z\ < 1). Let Sf= Sf ig,\z\ < 1) and for a given
integer ra ̂  0 let

(2.1) vif, z) = ifiz) ,zf'iz),..., z"/ (n)(z)),

where z (|z| < 1) is fixed and fESf, then corresponding to each fESf,

vif.z) can be considered as a point in (2ra + 2)-dimensional real Euclidean

space fi2n+2. Let

(2.2) Vn=\vif,z): fESS\.

Then Vn is called the value region of vif,z) in the class Sf'. Observe that

Vq is the value region of /(z) in the class Sf (compare [l]). The following

three theorems are generalizations of results due to Asnevic and Ulina [l].

Theorem 2.1. The value region V„ of vif,z) in the class Sf is a closed

connected convex set.

Proof. Vn is closed since the class Sf is compact. Let vx, v2 be points in

Vn then vk = vifk,z) for some fkESf, k — 1,2. For any A, 0 ^ A ̂  1 the

function /x = fx + (1 — A)/2 belongs to the class Sf, [1, Corollary, p. 82].

If we let vx = vifx,z), then uk E Vn, and by (2.1) vx = \vx + (1 - \)v2. As A

varies from zero to one the point vx describes the line segment joining vx

and v2, and therefore, Vn is both convex and connected.

Before proving the next theorem we state two known results on convex

sets in Rm, /ra-dimensional real Euclidean space, (see [3, Chapters 1, 2]).

Throughout the paper i&is& ) denotes the convex hull of a set J3^.

(A) // _Qf is a compact subset of Rm then ¿&ÍJ&) is compact

(B) (Caratheodory) If J& (ZRm and J& has m or less components then

i&istf) consists of all points expressible in the form Zï^*x* where r^m,

the xk are any points of S&, Xk> 0 and Zï^t= 1- The index r is not fixed.

Let VAg) denote the set of points

(2.3) vig,z) = igiz,t),..-, zngin\z, t)),        0^t^2lt,

where giz,t) is the function given in (1.1). By (1.1c), VAg) is a compact

connected subset of fi2""1"2. Moreover, by (A) and (B), ¿&iVnig)) is compact

and consists of all points of the form

(2.4) i\kigiz,h),---,?g(n)iz,tk)),
*=i
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where r 1% 2n + 2, X* > 0, £ï ** = 1. and 0 ^ í* ̂  2*.

Theorem 2.2. The value region of vif,z) in 3*is the convex hull of V„ig),

i.e.,  Vn=mVnig)).

Proof. Let xE&iV„ig)) then x is a point of the form given in (2.4).

For each A, 1 ^ A i% r, define a step function

ßk it)
(0,        0z%t<tk,

11,        í* ̂  « ̂  2»,

and let ßxit) = ^(f), ß2(t) = (1 - Xi)_1I]SX*m*(í). Then fr and ß2 are nonde-

creasing functions of t which satisfy (1.1a), and the functions

/i(r) = JT g(r,t)dß1(t)=g(t,tl)

and

•a

/2(f) *(f, i) dß2it) = (l - xO -x£Xrf(f,i4)
JO 2

belong to 5^. Thus i£V„ since x = Xxvifx,z) + (1 — Xx)vif2,z) and V„ is

convex. We have shown that &iVnig)) E Vn.

Now assume that xE Vn, then x = vif,z) for some /(f) = Jo2TgiÇ,t)dpit)

E¿3. \f pit) is a step function with a finite number of jumps, say m, then

m m

/(f) =!>*£( f,í*),      x*>o,      2>t=i,
1 1

and x E -&X KQ?)) since

m

x»5>*te(z,f*),-..,2V)(*,**))
i

is a convex combination of points igiz,tk), ■ ■■,zng(n)iz,tk)) from V„(g).

If this is not the case then we can show that x is a limit point of ¿&iV„ig))

and consequently is also a member of t&i Vnig)) since i&i V„ig)) is a compact

subset of A2"*2.

Let í > 0 be given. Then corresponding to each A = 0,1, •■•,«, there is

a partition

Pik): 0 = í¿*,<íí*)<".<íA) = 2T

of 0 < t < 2ir such that

M(k)

f*\Z)-ZgMiZ>t<»)A(%
;=i

2

<
n+1'
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where AJ*V = MÍíf) - m(í)-i), j =l,---,Mik). This Mows from the fact
that f(k)iz) = f02"g(k)iz,t) dp.it) and the definition of the Stieltjes integral.

Recall that z, |z| < 1, is fixed and let

P: 0 = t0 < tx < ■■■ < tm = 2ir

denote the partition obtained from the union of the ra + 1 partitions

Pik), then the inequality

(2.5) /'»W-Z^M
;=i

<
n + 1

i\j=uitj) -pitj-x))  holds for each  k = 0,1, •••,*.   By   (1.1a)   Zr^l
and hence

y = Z\jigiz,tj), - ..,zng™iz,tj)) e mvAg))
7-1

since it is a convex combination of points belonging to VAg) • If we let d

denote the metric in A2"4-2 then by (2.5)

|2 v 1/2

dix,y) = j   \fiz) -Z*jg(z,tj)    + ■••+    znf™iz)-Z^zng(n)(z.tj)
I I y-i j=i | J

<«,

where we have used the fact that | z | < 1. Thus x is a limit point of ¿&i V„ig) ).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

It is easy to see that the preceding results also hold for the more general

type of value region which consists of points of the form

ic0fiz),cxzmWf'iz),...,cnzmMfMiz)),

where ck (A = 0,1, ■•-,») are given constants and /n(l),m(2), •••,rai(ra)

are given integers. In particular, if ck=ik\)~1, k = 0,1, ■■■,n, mil)

= rai(2) = ••• = m(ra) = 0, and z = 0 then the value region is the co-

efficient region

S#n= UaQ,ax,...,an): /(f) = Za*f* J

of the class Sfig,\z\ < 1). If MO, k = 0,1, ■■-, are the coefficients in

the Maclaurin series of giz, t) then the coefficient region S&n is the convex

hull of the set {(MO,MO, ---AW): 0 ̂  t ^ 2-k).
Theorem 2.2 may be used to obtain a characterization of the extremal

functions for a rather general type of extremal problem in Sf.
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Theorem 2.3. Let F(u0,«1, •••,"n) be a continuous function of n + 1

complex variables in some region containing the value region Vn of vif,z)

in S3. For a given z, \z\ < 1, the minimum imaximum) of the functional

(2.6) J[fiz)] = Re{ Fifiz),zf'iz), • ..,*"/»(*))}

in the class 3" is attained for a function of the form

2b+2

(2.7) /o(r) = EA**(r.**).
*=i

where X* ̂ 0 and ^ifci2** = 1.

Proof. The problem is equivalent to that of finding the minimum of the

continuous real-valued function J[fiz)] on the closed set V„. Let q0 be

the point in Vn at which the minimum is attained then since V„ = i&i V„ig))

we have by (2.4) that

2n+2

<7o= Z*kigiz,tk),---,zngin)iz,tk)),
k-i

where X* ̂  0 and 22i"+2X*= 1. It follows that the minimum is attained

for a function of the form given in (2.7).

It is clear that the complete solution to the extremal problem J[fiz)]

= min (max) is obtained only when the precise values of the An -f- 4 param-

eters Xk, tk are determined. In the next section we require that Fiu0, ■ ■ ■, un)

be analytic and then show that the number of parameters in the solution

to the extremal problem in the class 371 reduces to 2ra + 2.

3. An extremal problem for the class &. Let & denote the normalized

class of analytic functions

(3.1) Piz) = 1 + pxz + p2z2 + .. •,       P(0) = 1,

which are regular and have Re Piz) > 0 in \z\ < 1. If Piz) E& then Piz)

may be represented by the Herglotz-Stieltjes integral formula [5]

(3.2) Piz)= jo'hiz,t)duit),

where

(3.3) hiz, t) = (1 + ze~u) (1 - ze'u) -1

and pit) is a nondecreasing function in [0,2ir], normalized so that

(3.4) jQ 'd^(i) = 1.
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In other words S?= SfiHz.t), \z\ < 1). We shall assume that pit) is con-

tinued by the formula pit + 2ir) = p,(0 + 1 then, since ft(z, 0 is periodic in

f with period 27r, the structural formula Piz) = J?hiz,t)dp.it) defines func-

tions in the class & as long as b — a = 2w.

In Theorem 3.1 we generalize from 2 to ra + 1 variables a theorem of

Robertson [7, Theorem 1]. It was known to the author that this result

had previously been obtained by W. E. Kirwan who extended the method

of interior variations employed by Robertson [7]. The present proof de-

pends upon the results of Theorem 2.3 and a rather simple type of vari-

ational technique. An alternative proof of Theorem 3.1 can be obtained

from a direct application of the variational techniques of Goluzin [4].

Theorem 3.1. Let Fiu0,ux, •••,un) be analytic in some region that con-

tains the value region Vn of viP.z) = iPiz),zP'iz), ...,z"P(n,(z)) in the class

S?. For given r, 0 < r < 1, the min (max) on \z\ = r of the functional

(3.5) J[P(z)] = Re{P(P(z),zP'(z), ...,znP(n,(z))}

ira the class S? is attained for a function of the form

n+1    i   i  „-*,

(3.6) Poiz) = Z *>-, -¿,
r^i    1 - ze   '

where \, ^ 0 and Z"íí K = 1- We exclude from consideration the case in which

for the extremal function the partial derivatives Fk = idF/duk) ik = 0,1, • • -, ra)

all vanish.

The author has been informed that the last restriction on the extremal

problem can be removed by means of a simple type of variation in the

class SP (oral communication from Kirwan).

Proof. By Theorem 2.3 the extreme values of the functional J[Piz)]

are attained for functions of the form

m

(3.7) Po(z) = Z Kh (z, O,       m z% 2ra + 2,
»«i

where A„>0 and Z"=i^= 1- Here, and throughout the proof we may

assume that 0 ^ tx < t2 < ■ • ■ < tm < 2ir. Note that the convex structure of

the value region and the continuity of Fiu0,ux, •••,un) determine that the

degree of P0(z) in (3.7) shall be no greater than 2ra + 2 (compare remarks

[7, p. 242]).
In order to complete the proof we shall apply two types of variations

to the functions (3.7) (compare [4]). Let

Poiz) = £,\Mz,0
K = l
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and for a given integer v, 111 ^ "i, define

t*= il' + t'       " = "'

then for sufficiently small real e the function

m

P0*(z) = £x,A(z,í*)
» = 1

is of the form (3.7). Using the Taylor series for A(z, i),

h(z, t + ()= h(z, t) + thAz, t) + Oie2),

we have

(3.8) P0*(z) = Poiz) + VA((z, 0 + Oie2).

This is the first of our variational formulas for functions of the form (3.7).

Using the notation

gik)iz,t)=~kigtiz,t)),

and differentiating (3.8) we obtain the variational formulas

(3.9) P0*w(z) = P(0k)iz) + eX,A,w(z, Q + OU2),

A = 0,1, ...,n, 1 zi v ^ m. The Oie2) term is uniformly small on compact

subsets of |z| < 1.

The second type of variational formula for the functions (3.7) is ob-

tained by varying two of the X„. For a given integer v, l<i¡am + l,

(Xm+1 = Xl7 and tm+x = tx + 2w) let X**x = X,_! + e, X** = X, - £, and X** = X„

v^v — l,v, then for sufficiently small real «, 0 < X** ̂  1, X** + • • • + X„*

= 1 and the function

(3.10) P0**(zi = ¿ xrhiz,O = Poiz) + {[A(z,i,_0 - A(z,O]
»=i

is of the form (3.7) if P0iz) is of that form. Thus we have the second set

of variational formulas

(3.11) Po**w(z) = P{ok,iz) + <[Aw(z, i,_0 - Aw(z, g ]

for the functions (3.7).

We now apply the variational formulas (3.9) and (3.11) to.show that

if J [Poiz)] is a min (max) for a function PQiz) of the form (3.7) then

m z%n + l. Since the class is invariant with respect to a rotation of the

z-plane, and we are seeking the minimum on |z| = r of J[Piz)] it is suffi-

cient to let z = r>0 [7, p. 240].
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The Taylor series for F(u0, • • •, u„) gives

(3.12)    Fia0 + a0, ■ ■ -,an + an) = P(a0, • • -,an) + a0F0 -\-(- anFn + ■■■,

where Fk= idF/duk)\ („„,.,„„>, k = 0,l,---,n. Let

ak = rkP$\r),       ak = eA/C(r, í„) + OU2).

Then by (3.9),

FiPSir), ■ • -.r-'P^ir)) = F(P0(r), • ..,r»Pf»(r))
(3 13)

+ « x,[A,(r, y Fo + • - • + r^O", t,) F„] + 0(i2),

and, taking the real part,

(3.14) ôJ[P0] = ÉA,*'(0|i=(,+ O({2),

where *'(0 is the derivative with respect to t of the function

(3.15) *(t) = Re{Hr,t)F0+ ■ ■ ■+rnh(n)ir,t)Fn),

and hJ[P0] = J[Po*ir)]-J[PAr)]. If J[P(r)] is a minimum for P(z)

= Poiz) then ôJ[P0] = 0 and by (3.14)

(3.16) *'(*„) =0,        „ = l,2,...,m,

since e may be either positive or negative and A, > 0.

Following the same procedure with the variational formulas (3.11)  we

have that

(3.17) hJ[P0] = e[*itv_x)-*it,)] + Oi<2),        Kv^m + 1,

and, since e may be either positive or negative, the extremal function P0

must satisfy the conditions

(3.18) *(«,_!) = *(*,),       l<t£m + l.

It follows from (3.18) that *'(0 must vanish at least once in each of the

intervals itx,t2), it2,t3), ■ ■ -, itm,tx + 2it), and this fact with (3.16) implies that

*'(0 must have at least 2m zeros in 0 ^ t < 2ir. It remains to show that

*'(0 can have at most 2ra + 2 zeros in 0 ^ t < 2ir, and, consequently, that

PAz) in (3.7) is an extremal function only if m ^ ra + 1. Using (3.3) and

(3.15) it is easy to show that the equation *'(0 = 0 is equivalent to the

equation Qit) = 0, where

Qit) = Im {|~Z (- l)"-kklFkrn+1-k~\ e-¿<"+«'+ ••• + (- i)»+*F1r"+V(,,+1)t)

is a polynomial of degree =2in + l) in eu. Hence *'(0 has at most 2ra + 2

zeros.
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4. Coefficient regions of functions with positive real part in an ellipse. Let

S3 be an ellipse with foci at ± 1 and semi-axes a > b, a > 1. Points on the

boundary of S3 can be represented parametrically by z = cos(£ — ¿c), 0 z%t

á 2ir, where a = coshc, b = sinhc, c > 0. If /(z) is analytic in Sé' then /(z)

can be represented by a series of Tchebychef polynomials

(4.1) f(z) = ¿akTkiz),       Tt(z) = cos(Aarccosz),   zES3,

which converges uniformly interior to S3 [10]. Let &iS&) denote the class

of functions (4.1) that are regular, have positive real part, zES3, and are

normalized by the condition a0 = 1.

Royster [8] proved that if /(z) E 3^LW) then the nth coefficient an = a„

+ ißn in the expansion (4.1) satisfies the sharp inequality

(4.2) a2cosh2nc + ß2nsmh2nc ̂  4,       n = 1,2, • • •.

Equality in (4.2) holds for the functions

(4.3) Kiz, t) = 1 + ¿ bkit) Tkiz),       zE&,
k=i

,. .- , ,s cos Ai      .„ sin Ai
(4.4) M0 = 2—¡-¡--12—-^-,       0z%t<2*,

cosh kc smh kc

which belong to 3^iW) and map Skonto the right half-plane [9]. In this

section we obtain characterizations of the coefficient region

(4.5) Ja^ = j iay, a2, • - •, an) : /(z) = 1 + £ ahTkiz) E &iS3) \

and the subset S^n_x of Stf^ which consists of points iax, -...aj corre-

sponding to the extremal functions /(z) E 3^iSa^) for which Re(a„) is a

maximum. Our results parallel those of the Carathéodory theory for the

class 3>, [2], [6], and are derived from a Stieltjes integral representation

formula for 3»i$f).

Theorem 4.1. Jaf^ is a closed connected convex subset of 2n-dimensional

real Euclidean space.

Proof. S&in is closed since the class -i^(J^) is compact. -Q^ is convex

since i^iJ^7) is a convex class of functions. The connectedness follows

immediately.

In order to obtain a more complete characterization of J3Í2n we need

the following result proved by Royster [9]:

Iffiz) E ^iS£) then /(z) may be represented by the Stieltjes integral formula

(4.6) fiz)=fo*Kiz,t)dpit),       zES3,
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where pit) is a nondecreasing function with total weight one on 0 ^ t ^ 2ir

and X(z,0 is defined in (4.3), (4.4). Conversely, any function of the form

(4.6) belongs to 9>i&).

Theorem 4.2. ja^, is the convex hull of the set

(4.7) -^2n={(M0,---,M0): 0á*á2*}.

where the bkit)  (ft—1, •••,»)  are defined in (4.4).

We omit the details of the proof which are essentially the same as those

in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Note that if /(z) in (4.1) belongs to &LW)

then by (4.6)

(4.8) ak= f   bADdpit),       ft-1,2,..-,

and consequently, the points ifiz),zf'iz),---,znfin\z)) and

igiz,t),zg'it),...,zng(n)iz,t))

in   Theorem   2.2   are   replaced,   respectively,    by    iax,a2, ■••,an)    and

(MO,MO, • • -,M0)   in   the   present   theorem.
By Theorem 4.2, points in -Qf^ are of the form

(4.9) £\;ibAtj),...,bAtj)),

where A;> 0, Zj=i\í = 1, and r = %n- Corresponding to each point of the

form (4.9) there is at least one function /(z) = 1 + Za*T*(2) E&Í&). For

if nit) in (4.6) is a step function with jumps A, at the points t = tjij= 1, • • •, r)

then by (4.8) the coefficients of /(z) are

(4.10) ak = ¿\jbAtj),       ft-1,2,..-.
j'-i

Finally, we consider the coefficient space -Q£_i. By (4.8) and (4.4) we

have that

2       C2r

(4.11) Re{a„} = —;— I    cosrafdp.(0.
coshracjo

Lemma 4.1. // pit) is nondecreasing on 0 g t ^ 2ir, J¡2'dpit) = 1, and

pit + 2t) = pit) + 1, then

X2t
(1 - cos raO dpit) ^0.

Equality in (4.12) holds only if pit) is constant in each of the intervals
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A—<i<(A + l) —,       A = 0,l,..-,n-1.
n n

Proof. The inequality (4.12) is obvious. To prove the second assertion

we assume for some A, O^A^ra — 1, that pit) is not constant on the

interval A(2ir/ra) < t < (A + 1) (2ir/n), then there exist numbers 5 > 0 and

m = m(A, 5) > 0 such that

mTía + d^-o] ^[a^ + sJ

and 1 - cos ni ^ m when ki2*/n) + ô z% t zi ik + 1) (2*-/n) - 6. Thus

f   (l-cosnf)dM(i) |m | J (A + l) —-5    - J A— + 8   j > 0,

and inequality holds in (4.12).

Applying the lemma to (4.11) we have that

(4.13) Re{a„}:g—-j-—,
cosh nc

and by (4.6), equality holds if, and only if,

(4.14) fiz) = "¿ X, Kiz, tj),        tj = j-,

where X¡^ 0, £x; = 1. Inequality (4.13) also follows from (4.2), however,

the present proof shows that only the functions (4.14) are extremal for

(4.13). Thus by (4.14), (4.3), and (4.4) the points in S^n_x are of the form

(4.15) Z Xj (byitj),-■-, bnitj)),       h = j-,
j=o n

where X; ̂  0, ^X, = 1, and

bkitj) = 2cos(Ai,)/coshAc — ¿2sin(Aij)/sinhAc.

Note that ^?=o *;&.(*/) = 2/coshnc.

If we let a, = x, + ¿y„ where

n—1 o n—1 O        n~ 1

a, = Z XMW = —n— £ Xycosi-i; - t'-r-T— Z Xysin^y,
;_o cosIikc ;=0 sinhcc ;_0

then the points (4.15) are of the form ixx,yx,x2,y2, ■■■,xn,yn). The vari-

ables x„, y„ satisfy the relations

x,coshvc = xn_„cosh(ra — v)c,

y.sinhi'C = — y„ „sinh(re — v)c,        1 Sv <n,v z%n — v,
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since

,   „^                            coshvc     .   sinhec     !£,*     h*-m
(4.16) x„—-iy,—— = Z X;e('^">.

¿ ¿ j=0

Thus -Qf„_i depends upon ra - 1 real variables x„yr.

J&n-i = -&n-iixi,yi,x2,y2, ■ ■ •,x0,_M/J,yil_i)/j)

for ra odd (ra > 1), and

-Q^n-l = S^n-Ax\,y\, x2,y2, • • •,*(n-2)/2,y(i>-2/2, Xn/2)

for ra even (ra > 1). More precisely, J&n-i is a closed (ra - 1)-simplex with

the ra vertices:

coshc, — 2 sin"^- / sinhc, 2 cos—- / cosh 2c,(2cos—- /coshc,— 2sin- /sinhc,2cos- /<
\ ra / ra / n /

(4.17) —2sin- /sinh2c,---^cos-   /cosh—-—c,
n  / re        / 2

. . ;(re-l)*   / .    (ra-1)  \
_2«n_— /«nh—¿-cj,

j = 0,1, ..•,» — 1, re odd (ra > 1), and

/        7'2a-   /      ,         Ä . ¿2*   / . ,            „      (ra-2)>ir   ,      , (ra - 2)
(2cos—/coshc,-2sin—/sinhc, ---^cos-   /cosh—-—c,

(4.18)

.  (n-2);V   /.,(»- 2)   _      .     /    , re   \
— 2sin-    /srnh-— c, 2cos;ir   /cosh- c I,

if re is even.

The boundary hyperplanes of -Q^„_i have the equations ik = 0,1, • • -,ra — 1)

(n-l)/2

(4.19) 1 +
!^,/2 / . »k2ir  , .  . .   vk2ir\        n
¿.   I :c„ cosh kc cos-hy^smhi/csin-1  =0
„=i   V ra ra   /

ra odd (ra > 1), and

(4.20)

1 + 2 (- l)*Xn/2COShy

+   2^    ( *,coshyecos-hy^sinhi/csin-1  = 0,
,-i    \ ra re   /

for re even.

The hyperplanes (4.19) and (4.20) are tangent to the ellipsoids
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<n-l)/2

Z   (x2 cosh2i<c + y2 sinhV)

(4.21)
j nc        (n-2)/2
-x2/2cosh2—+   £   (aícosh^c + y^sinb/W)

respectively.

We have proved the following:

Theorem 4.3. Let the function

/(z) = l + £a„Tn(z)
n=l

be regular and have positive real part in S3. Then Re{a„) z% 2(coshnc)_1 and

equality holds if, and only if, /(z) is of the form (4.14). The coefficient space

J&n-y corresponding to the extremal functions (4.14) is a closed in — 1)-simplex

consisting of points whose coordinates x„ y, are determined by the equation

(4.16). The vertices of the simplex are given by (4.17) and (4.18) and the

boundary hyperpkmes by the equations (4.19) and (4.20). The boundary hyper-

planes are tangent to the ellipsoids (4.21).
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